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is thus true for any rational x. And the truth follows for irrational values of x by the continuity of exp ix on the one side (which has to be proved), and of cos x and sin x on the other.
5. In conclusion, I wish to add a few words. The Multiplication Theorem of two absolutely convergent series is undoubtedly an important theorem, leading as it does to proofs of the Binomial and Exponential Theorems and of the sine and cosine series, not to mention its importance, otherwise, inl theory. But there is a theorem of far greater importance in the Theory of Infinite Series and Infinite Products which appears neglected; and to this theorem, I think, we should turn for any substantial improvement in the elementary treatment of Infinite Series and Infinite Products. And I am of opinion it is high time we should give this theorem its fundamental place and relegate the Multiplication Theorem to second rank. I hope to return to this point as soon as possible. (ab', a'b) and g of (eb, b'c) . .. if we introduce the point c' in the place of b', and if n be the intersection of (ac', a'b), andt n' that of (eb, c'c), nn' will be parallel to a'c or ae, and therefore also to yg.
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